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Abstract
In this thesis, a theoretical and numerical procedure for predicting the effects of vis-
cosity on the hydrodynamic forces developed by a sailing yacht hull is presented. A
simultaneous viscous/inviscid algorithm is developed by coupling a low order panel
method with quasi three-dimensional integral boundary layer equations. A transom
condition is used to prevent non-zero wave heights at the stern for a hull with over-
hangs. The influence of viscosity on the outer inviscid flow is modeled using a wall
transpiration boundary condition and an edge velocity formula. The boundary layer
edge velocity is expressed as a sum of the inviscid velocities and a correction depen-
dent only on the boundary layer variables, determined by equations developed from
the panel method calculation as a distribution of transpiration sources. These are su-
perimposed on the body, including the lifting surfaces, as well as on the potential flow
wakes. The boundary layer equations, with the global potential flow effects included
via the transpiration source model, are solved by a full Newton's method. Numerical
predictions for a sailing yacht hull are compared with experimental results obtained
in a towing tank.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"Olin J. Stephens II is considered by most to be the greatest yacht designer of this
century, perhaps ever. Since 1929, yachts shaped by this humble, even shy, man
have written the creative and competitive history of the sport, and defined excellence
in the profession of naval architecture. Olin's record of six victories in the America's
Cup: Ranger in 1937, which he co-designed with Starling Burgess; Columbia in 58;
Constellation, 64; Intrepid, 67; Courageous, 74 and Freedom, 80, is unlikely ever to
be met, and his roster of ocean racers yields a list of legends - yachts such as Dorade,
Stormy Weather, Edlu, Finisterre, Bolero, Bay Bea, Running Tide, Dora IV (aka
Tenacious), two Kialoas, four Dynas, four Palawans and four Morning Clouds."
This is how the New York Yacht Club [4] describes "Mr. America's Cup" Olin
Stephens. When he was recently asked what the most important advance in yacht
design was during his lifetime, he answered the Velocity Prediction Program (VPP)
because "that is yacht design by the numbers".
1.1 Thesis Objective
Velocity prediction programs are the foundations of several handicapping racing rating
systems, such as the International Measurement System (IMS) or the newly devel-
oped Offshore Racing Rule (ORR). While in the latter the details of the VPP are kept
secret, the formulation of the former is public, and in particular the hydrodynamic
models are published in [3]. The hydrodynamic forces are modeled using regression
formulae based on characteristic parameters of the hull and appendages. Yacht de-
signers quickly figured out how to beat the rule, how to design so that their hull shape
was rated slow by the VPP, when in fact it is faster. A first attempt to curb this trend
was implemented by the Offshore Racing Association (ORA), the governing body for
the ORR, by keeping the details of the formulations inside the VPP hidden. How-
ever, this has partly failed too, as designers started to submit systematic variations
of a design to find the sensitivity of the hydrodynamic force models to the different
parameters.
All of these problems would be greatly mitigated by using actual flow simulations
instead of regression models for the computation of the hydrodynamic forces as this
would provide the real performance. It is believed that if it were possible to evaluate
the performance of a hull shape based on an actual flow simulation, it would be a lot
harder for designers to "beat" the rule and the handicapping system would become
more fair.
The objective of this thesis is the initial development of a theoretical and numerical
method for the computation of the complete hydrodynamic forces on a sailing yacht
hull that could ultimately constitute the basis for a simulation-based velocity pre-
diction program. To achieve this objective is necessary that the method of choice is
capable of computing not only the pressure resistance but also the viscous resistance
and their interactions.
1.2 Research History
Potential flow methods based on panel methods have been used in ship hydrodynam-
ics for three decades now. The application to the solution of a ship wave problem
was first introduced in the late 1970's by Gadd [8] and Dawson [5], who proposed to
cover also part of the free surface with Rankine-source panels and to apply linearized
free-surface boundary conditions on panels on the free surface itself.
Since these two pioneering works, many different panel-method based, free surface
flow solvers have been developed over the years. Raven, at the Maritime Research
Institute of Netherlands, first developed DAWSON, a linear free-surface solver, which
he then turned into RAPID [24], a nonlinear solver based on a raised panel method.
RAPID was extended to be able to compute lifting flows by adding a sheet of dipole
on the camber plane of the appendages [14]. This solution proved to be not very
accurate in the computation of lift. Also, to include the effects of viscosity, Raven
switched from a boundary element panel method to a volume method by going to a
RANS solver [31]. The reason to use a RANS solver may have been dictated by the
fact that he was investigating mostly ship hull forms, which have blunt stern with
significant flow separation.
Sclavounos and Nakos [29] presented in 1988 an analysis of the propagation of grav-
ity waves using a Rankine panel method. This work led to the development of a
frequency domain formulation for ship motions with a consistent linearization that
uses the double-body flow model as the base flow [17]. This solver, known as Ship
Wave ANalysis or SWAN, was then converted from the frequency domain to the time
domain by Kring [13]. Mantzaris added the capability of computing the flow for sail-
ing yachts using a technique similar to that of Raven, by adding a sheet of dipoles
on the camber plane of the lifting surfaces. He also added a viscous 2-D stripping
method on the hull to get an approximation of the viscous drag for the canoe body.
The most widely used free-surface flow solver based on a panel method for sailing
yachts is SPLASH developed by Rosen et al. [26]. It began with the work preceeding
the 1987 match for the America's Cup and is reported in [1]. SPLASH is a nonlinear
free-surface solver for predicting hydrodynamic steady and unsteady inviscid forces.
In its latest evolution the coupling with a viscous flow solver is said to be under de-
velopment [27].
The simultaneous coupling of integral boundary equations with an inviscid flow
has been done in the past; Nishida [21] and Milewski [15] have coupled the full
3-dimensional integral boundary layer equations with an inviscid flow solver, and
obtained encouraging results for a swept, tapered wing. The methodology they de-
veloped was never extended to a flow with a free surface, nor to a geometry more
complex than the swept, tapered wing.
The method described in this thesis simultaneously couples a linear free-surface flow
solver with quasi three-dimensional integral boundary layer equations. This form of
the viscous equations assumes that there is negligible cross-flow, so that the equa-
tions can be solved in the mainstream direction only, but they account for the lateral
divergence effect. These equations are exact for an axis-symmetric flow and for a 2-D
flow. Also through the mass defect influence matrix, the flow at every point in the
domain is influenced by the all the points, and not just those upstream of it as it is
the case for two-dimensional stripping.
1.3 Overview of the Method
A diagram of the numerical method presented in this thesis is shown in Fig. 1-1. The
solution of the linearized, viscous-inviscid coupled, free-surface problem starts with
the solution of the inviscid base flow. The base flow is essentially the solution of the
double body problem, where the body is mirrored with respect to the free surface
and then the latter is removed. This equivalent to imposing no flow across the flat
free-surface and it basically becomes an unbounded flow problem that is easily solved
using a low order panel method. The solution requires the definition of the body
and wake geometries and the operating conditions as input parameters. The solution
includes computing the base inviscid velocity on the body and wakes.
The edge velocity in the coupled problem is the sum of the base inviscid velocity
plus a correction due to the displacement effect of the boundary layer. The influence
coefficients that provide the connection between the boundary layer displacement and
the edge velocity, depend only on the geometry of the problem and are calculated next.
At this point solving the quasi-3D integral boundary layer equations is possible using
a Newton's method. The edge velocity equations, which provide the outer boundary
Figure 1-1: Flow diagram of the numerical procedure.
conditions, make the system of equations elliptic, thus providing, in the end, a fully
coupled solution. The Newton's method used requires a set of viscous input conditions
(Reynolds number, optional transition line location) as well as an initial solution
which is computed using the inviscid base velocity and by marching the boundary
layer equations in a direct mode.
The output of the coupled problem includes the shear stress coefficient distribution
and a set of viscous blowing sources, whose effect on the outer flow is the same as that
of the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. These sources are then added to
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the double body solution to provide the base solution for the linearized, wave-making
flow problem. For the solution of this prblem, the free-surface is reintroduced on the
computational domain. The boundary conditions on the free surface are linearized
and the system of equations is assembled. The linear system provides equations for
two unknowns: the linear perturbation potential, which is unknown everywhere, and
the wave elevation on the free surface. The first output allows determination of the
pressure field on the body and therefore of the linearized forces.
The computational procedure presented in this thesis is intended to be an evaluation
tool for the performance of sailing yachts, by predicting the forces, in particular drag
and lift, acting on the hull and appendages. By coupling the viscous boundary layer
with the inviscid flow, it is possible to compute not only the wave resistance, but also
the effects of the viscosity on it and form drag, and the frictional drag. The procedure
starts with an accurate description of the model to be evaluated, which is represented
using NURBS surfaces and can be imported into the program directly using an Initial
Graphic Exchange Specification (IGES) file that most of the computer aided-design
(CAD) programs can provide.
Some of the limitations of the method here presented are: the incapability of capturing
highly three-dimensional viscous flows, such as the flows at the tips of the appendages
or at the intersections of the appendages with the hull, as well as highly separated
flows; because of the linearized nature of the inviscid part of the problem, non-linear
free-surface features will not be captured.
Chapter 2
Inviscid Flow
This chapter presents the boundary integral method to describe the flow outside of
the boundary layer, where the flow can be modeled as incompressible, potential flow.
The resulting equations are then discretized using a low order panel method.
2.1 Potential Flow Boundary Integral Equation
Consider a lifting, three-dimensional body immersed in an unbounded fluid moving
with constant velocity VB. Because of the velocity being constant, this is equivalent to
having a fixed body that sees a constant inflow velocity U = -VB. The fluid volume
V is enclosed by the body surface SB, and the free-surface SFS, with respective unit
normal vectors n'B and 'FS pointing out of the fluid domain. Inside V the fluid is
considered inviscid and incompressible, and with the possible the exception of thin
wakes, Sw, shed from the trailing edges of the lifting surfaces, the fluid can also be
assumed irrotational. These assumptions allow the definition of the fluid velocity field
as the gradient of the velocity potential
U = V( (2.1)
which substituted into the continuity equation gives the Laplace's equation
V2< = 0 (2.2)
By splitting the potential into two terms, a component due to the free stream, o,,,
and a perturbation due to the presence of the body, q, Laplace's equation can be
rewritten into a boundary integral equation using Green's third identity
4Tir4(() + f (I(X) G(x;- G(x; () Od(X)dS, +
s JSn On
+ (x) G(x; - G(x; () dSx +f SFS n an
+ [f A(x) G(X; )dSx = 0 (2.3)
Jsw On
where T = 0, 1/2, or 1 for points that are respectively outside, on the boundary, or
inside the domain V. The Green's function is defined as
G(x; ) = (2.4)|x -
The first two integrals in Eq. 2.3 represents the potential induced at a point ( due to a
continuous dipole distribution of strength 1I(x) and a source distribution of strength
V( - i~ on both the body SB and free surface SFS. The third integral, instead,
represents the potential induced at a point ( due to a continuous dipole distribution
on the inviscid wake Sw with a strength equal to the potential jump across it
A(I = 4Ds+ - 4s (2.5)
More details of this derivation can be found in [11] and [19].
2.1.1 Boundary Conditions
Eq. 2.3 is an integral boundary equation, and for the associated integral boundary
value problem to be well defined, conditions need to be specified on all the boundary
surfaces.
Body Conditions
The hull and appendages are considered impermeable for the solution of the inviscid
problem. A transpiration velocity will be superimposed later to account for the
presence of the boundary layer. The body impermeability is imposed by equating
the normal component on the surface of fluid to the normal component of the body
velocity
V7 -*iB = VB 'iB (2.6)
Outer Surface Conditions
The outer surface is a control surface used to create a closed domain. The condition
is that the perturbation velocity due to the presence of the body goes to zero on this
surface, provided that it is at an infinite distance
V -- 0, as S * 0O (2.7)
Wake Surface Conditions
The wake surface is in reality composed by two surfaces, S + and Sw, separated
by a very small distance, that bound the part of the fluid volume that in a three-
dimensional lifting body problem contains the vorticity. Using mass and momentum
conservation at the interface, it has been shown that the surface Sw is force-free.
Therefore the pressure jump across it needs to be zero
Ap = 0 (2.8)
Lifting Surface Condition
To insure that the flow will detach smoothly from the trailing edge of the lifting
surfaces, a Kutta condition is necessary. Because the shed vorticity is convected
along the wake Sw, the potential jump along wake streamlines is therefore constant
in a steady flow
AŽT.E. = A(W (2.9)
Aft End of Waterline Condition
Most sailing yachts are designed with sterns that have a significant overhang. When
sailing, the water flow raises along the overhang, past the end of the static waterline,
and detaches at a position that depends primarily on the speed. The nature of the
linearized solution of the free-surface problem is such that the flow does not see any
part of the body that is above the static waterline. Because of this the solution for the
wave elevation right at the stern can be non-zero. It is necessary to impose conditions
that prevent this and make the solution reasonable for vessels with overhangs. The
conditions chosen are
{ (XT) = 0 (2.10)
9x X-XT 
- OXXT
where XT = (XT, YT) represents a point on the transom, and ( is the wave elevation.
2.2 The Double-Body Flow
The second integral in Eq. 2.3 is to be taken on the free-surface, however the location
of this boundary is unknown a priori. The solution procedure needs to start with the
choice of an initial free surface approximation and velocity distribution on it. The
choice for the free surface is to use a flat surface, while the initial approximation for
the velocity field is obtained by solving the double-body problem.
In this problem the real body is mirrored about the free surface, SFS that corresponds
to the horizontal plane z = 0, creating an image of it, S1. The x axis is parallel to
the velocity vector of the vessel, with the positive direction being from the stern to
the bow; the y axis runs across the vessel, with the positive direction to port (Fig. 2-
1); the z axis is therefore vertical and with the positive direction pointing upward.
4Figure 2-1: Reference system.
Singularities are distributed over both the real body and its image, collectively defined
as the double-body, and the potential is first found on it.
The total perturbation potential '4 can be decomposed into two terms: the first
one is the double-body perturbation, the second the linear wavemaking perturbation
potential
( = + 0(2.11)
Substituting the above decomposition into Eq. 2.3 and solving the problem for 4, the
Green's Theorem then becomes
d 8G(x; ()
270(() + O(x) dSx
'SBUSI an
+X a G(x; ý) dSx = G(x; )(-Ui - n)dSx (2.12)+ sw A( an s.uSI
where in the last term the body boundary condition has been used
n = UBi n = -Ui -nOn (2.13)
The solution of the Green's problem in Eq. 2.12 added to the freestream potential
gives the double-body potential ODB-
ODB = 0 + oo (2.14)
Once the potential is known on the body, then Eq. 2.12 can be used to find it on the
wake and free surface by taking the point ( to be on them.
2.3 The Flow Linearized about the z = 0 Plane
The second step is to solve the linearized problem on the flat free surface. Write
I =¢+ 0 (2.15)
where 4 is the total disturbance potential, ¢ the double-body perturbation potential,
solution of Eq. 2.12, and 0 the wave potential. The total potential T is then given
by
T = 4D + UX (2.16)
Assume that ¢ = 0(1), while b = O(e), where e < 1. Assume also small wave
elevation, that is ( = O(e). In the body-fixed reference frame 4 represents the flow
about a mean velocity field VB = UBi + VBj, where UB is the forward speed of the
vessel and VB is the slip speed. In the inertial frame D is the total potential, so that
the fluid velocity in the inertial frame is given by
VF = V( ) (2.17)
2.3.1 Free-surface Boundary Conditions
Consider the free surface to be a single-valued surface, which means that breaking
waves, sprays and capillary waves are neglected. The kinematic and dynamic condi-
tion imposed on the elevated surface z = ((x, y, t) specify its position and motion.
The former states that a Lagrangian particle at the free surface must stay at the free
surface for all time, that is
dt + V V [ - ((x, y, t)] = 0, on z = ((2, y, t) (2.18)
The latter condition, instead, states that the fluid pressure on the free surface must
equal the atmospheric pressure, so using Bernoulli's equation
P - Pa = 0 = -p ÷+ -VQyP oa P dt 2
To reformulate these relations in the
Galilean transformation
SV) + gz) I on z = ((x, y, t)
body-fixed reference frame we can use the
d a
-= -- VB 'Vdt at
Applying this to Eq. 2.18 and Eq. 2.19, they become
- (VB - V) - ) [z - ((x, y, t)] = 0,
- V2 -V4 = -V .-Vw - gC,
at 2
on z = ((x, y, t)
on z = ((x, y, t)
Now, using Eq. 2.15, and dropping terms that are of order O(e 2), the two
boundary condition are rewritten in linearized form
(vB - V) .V = + , on z = ((x,at az az
80 1(VB - V) V = -g±(+ VB.V --V O .V , on z = ((x,at 2
free-surface
y, t) (2.23)
y, t) (2.24)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
To be able to impose these boundary conditions, it is necessary to transfer them from
the actual elevated surface z = ((x, y, t) to the mathematical surface z = 0. To do
that we apply a Taylor expansions for small ( about z = 0, and remembering that
= 0, we obtain
(VB - V) -V(= 2 + , onz= 0 (2.25)
at az2  az
0i 1(VB - V) .VO = -- g( + VB 'eV- VO. VO, on z = 0 (2.26)
at 2
The solution we are looking for is the steady-state limit, so o 0, for forward speed
only, VB = 0. This reduces the conditions to
(a(_ 
__ a,( 8 ca20 a
+ - +  on z = 0 (2.27)89X )a8 ay ay aZ2 az
( UB 8+ )8 84  + = - V V.V, onz = 0 (2.28)
z -  -axz ay ay ax 2
Equations 2.27 and 2.28 are the steady-state equivalent of the time-dependent free-
surface boundary conditions derived by Kring [13] in his work.
2.3.2 Green's Identity
The Green's Theorem for this step is written as follows
/ 0G(x; () (x)_
2 () + (x) G(x; () dS, +
s+ a•x n ( n
aG(x; ) a(x)
+ (x) a( G(x; ý) dSx0 o an az
+ j )G(x) dSx = 0 (2.29)
sw an
Now substituting Eq. 2.15 into Eq. 2.29 and using Eq. 2.12, the Green's problem can
be reduced to
27r (() + f (x) dSx
SBu z=O On/ 8G_C( 0) 8 (x)
+ A (x) dS) =J = G(x; () dS (2.30)
sOn zz
The second term in the integral over the body surface is zero because of the body
boundary condition. In fact if we subtract Eq. 2.13 from Eq. 2.6 we obtain
= 0 (2.31)
On
The left hand side of Eq. 2.30 contains the unknown perturbation potential / while the
right hand side contains its z-derivative. However the derivative can be expressed in
term of the perturbation potential 0 and the wave elevation C by using the boundary
conditions 2.27 and 2.28.
2.4 Numerical Solution
The inviscid flow problem is solved by using a low order panel method. This requires
the creation of panels over all the geometry surfaces.
2.4.1 Geometry
Modern computer design programs for naval architecture use non-uniform rational B-
spline, or NURBS, surfaces to define hull and appendage shape. A NURBS surfaces is
a biparametric representation of a surface defined with spline transformation between
a paramter space (u, v) and the three-dimensional space (x, y, z). The main three-
components that define a NURBS surface of degree (p, q) are: a set of basis functions
Ni,p and Nj,q, a set of weights wilj and a (m, n) net of control points Pi,3 . The points
Pi•, determine the three-dimansional coordinate system, therefore are represented in
Cartesian coordinates. The general equation for a NURBS surface is given by
S(uv) =E =o Ni,p(u)Nj,q(v)w,jPj (2.32)S(u, v) i= (2.32)
'1o EL=o Ni,p(u)Nj,q (v)w,j
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Figure 2-2: Imported geometry: the red squares connected by dashed lines represent
the control net, while the grey mesh represents the surfaces after the first evaluation.
Note the top of the rudder surface still coming through the hull.
The basis functions Ni,p(u) and Nj,q(v) are nomalized function in the direction of the
parameters u and v, which are assumed to be orthogonal to one another.
The i-th normalized basis function of order p, Ni,p, is defined using a recursive relation
known as the Cox-deBoor algorithm. The first step defines the basis function of order
one
1 if t < < ti+ (233)
0 otherwise
and the one of order p is defined by
N,p(u) = (u - ti) Ni,k-l(U) (ti+k - u) Ni+l,k
-
1 )(2.34)
ti+k-1 - ti ti+k - ti+1
where t = {ti} is the knot vector ofthe direction u. A more detailed description of
the characteristics of the NURBS surfaces and of the numerical procedure to evaluate
the basis functions and the surfaces themselves are found in [12] and in [25].
The geometry hull and appendage is imported from a CAD program using a stan-
dard exchange file format called IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification). An
Figure 2-3: Imported geometry: the surfaces after having been trimmed and divided
in the desired number of panels.
example of an IGES file is given in Appendix A. This file contains all the necessary
characteristic and geometric information to evaluate the surfaces. Fig. 2-2 shows the
control net of the imported geometry and the mesh after the first evaluation. The
computational mesh, before the free-surface and wakes are added, is shown in Fig. 2-
3.
The geometry is first evaluated by computing each of the NURBS surfaces at a num-
ber of points input by the user at constant intervals of the parameters u and v. Then
the intersection between the appendage surfaces and the hull are computed and the
excess is trimmed off. At this point all the surfaces are rotated into the final position
according to the desired leeway, heel, and rudder angle, input by the user. Then the
intersection between the hull and the unperturbed free surface is computed and the
part of the hull above it is discarded.
2.4.2 Inviscid Computational Mesh
Once the surfaces that bound the fluid domain are found, they are divided into the
desired number of intervals in each direction to make a quadrilateral mesh (see Fig. 2-
4).
Each part of the boat (hull, keel, and rudder) is made up of two surfaces, a port and a
starboard one. The user control the number of panels that each surface is divided into
in both the longitudinal and the tranverse/vertical direction. The number of panels
in the port and starboard surface are intended to be the same, with the exception of
the hull surface, where the transverse number of panel can be different in order to
keep the panel size similar on the two halves when the boat is heeled over and the
starboard surface is much larger than the port (Fig. 2-5). The user can also decide
the type of spacing of the panels in each direction between three choices: "constant",
all panels have the same length in the specified direction; "cosine", the dimensions of
the panels are set as a cosine distribution; "geometric", the dimension of the panels
is a geometric progression with small panels at the end and bigger in the center.
The "cosine" spacing is used in the longitudinal direction on the appendages, while
the vertical spacing is geometric. For the hull, the longitudinal spacing is geometric,
with the transverse set to constant. On the hull the user can also decide how many
panels are used at the intersection of the appendages. A sample file with all the input
information necessary to generate the geometry is shown in Appendix B.
The inviscid wakes are built from the trailing edges of the keel and rudder and are
carried downstream in the x-direction, the same direction as the freestream velocity.
Along their entire length they maintain the same span, i.e. no roll-up. The keel wake,
even in the case with no leeway is carried aft with an angle such that it misses the
rudder by twice the rudder thickness. The top of the top row of panels is attached to
the hull and the free surface at the same points as the rudder wake, so to have only
one discontinuity in a known location.
The free surface is discretized using a polar mesh, which combines the benefits of
covering a large area with a smaller number of panels than a rectangular mesh, and
of grouping the panels closer to the hull for increased accuracy. It attaches to the
hull at the static waterline, so the number of panels in the direction around the hull
is determined by the longitudinal number of panels on the hull plus the tranverse
number of panels in the stern. The number of panels in the radial direction is input
by the user. The outer edge of the free surface is an ellipse, and the mesh is first
created by linear interpolation. It is then run through an elliptic grid generator to
make neighbor panels as close in dimensions as possible.
Figure 2-4: Computational mesh for the inviscid problem.
2.4.3 Discretized Equations
In order to discretize the equation, let (i be the centroid of panel i, and assume that
the potential 0(&i) and its normal derivative ao(~)/an are constant over the entire
panel i. Writing the integral over each surface as the summation of the integrals over
each panel on the surfaces, then 0(&) and 8O(&)/8n can be taken outside of the
integral signs and the Eq. 2.12 can be recast as
NB M NB
27r¢(&) + E Aij(j) + E Cj,mA(qm) = Si,(-Ui -nj)
j=1 j=1 j=1
(2.35)
NB is the total number of panels on the body and on the image, while M is the
number of dipole strips on Sw. And
Aiij =
Panelj
Si,j= f
Panelj
Ci,m= J
Panelm
OG(x; ) dSxdSxOn
G(x; &i)dSx
aG(x; i) dSxdSnOn
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
Figure 2-5: Detail of the computational mesh: the starboard side has 8 panels in the
transverse direction, while the port has 4.
These influence coefficients, which depend only on the body, wake, and free-surface
geometry, are evaluated using RPAN [20]. A4(4 j), which represents the jump in
potential across the wake, can be related to the value of the potential on either side
of the trailing edge of the surface shedding the wake, that is to the potential on the
double-body. Therefore the three terms on the left hand side of Eq. 2.35 can be
rewritten as a single summation
NB NB
EAij(j) = E Sij,(-Ui - nj) (2.39)
j=1 j=1
Because Eq. 2.39 can be written for the centroid of each panel on the body (i =1,...,NB),
it forms a system of NB linear equation in NB unknowns. The solution for the per-
turbation potential is then
(i) = Sk1 (-Ui. nj), for i = 1 ...,NB (2.40)
j=1 k=1
With the potential known on the body and its image, using Green's Theorem again,
it is possible to compute the potential on the wake 0W and on the free surface cFS,
which is necessary for the linear solution.
NB NW NB
= - A,( y) - Ci,\A(qj)+ ±ES (-Ui -ny) (2.41)
j=1 j=1 j=1
NB NW NB
odS = -E ZA7(@) - E C, jA¢(6) + E SiF(-Ui -nj) (2.42)
j=1 j=1 j=1
Similarly to Eq. 2.39 the first two terms in the right hand side of each of the above
equations can be collapsed into a single one.
NB NB
w = - AdW(j) + ES (-u-i nj), for i = NB + 1,..., NB + NW (2.43)
j=1 j=1
NB NB
oFS A= - FSf) + E SS(-Ui -nj), for i = NB + NW + 1, ..., NI(2.44)
j=1 j=1
where NFS is the number of panels on the free surface, NT is the total number of
panels in the domain.
The terms in the left hand side of Eq. 2.30 is discretized in a similar way as above.
Using the assumption that 8o(x)/&z can be considered constant over each panel, it
can be taken outside the integral sign, and the equation can be rewritten as
NT M NFS a (x)2w(&) + Z i AjjV(ýj) + EC,m m) = ES z (2.45)
j=1 j= 1  j=1
a0j(x)/&z is obtained from the discretization of the free-surface boundary conditions.
2.4.4 Discretized Boundary Conditions
Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28 have partial derivatives taken with respect to the main Cartesian
axis, however, because the free-surface grid is an O-type grid, these have to be written
as a function of the derivatives along the radial and circumferential lines. Calling these
directions p and s, the x and y-derivatives can be written
Of 1 (y 8f y f(2.46)
Ox J s p p as (2.46)
Of 1 Ox Of x f (2.47)
ay J s p p s (2.47)
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where J is the Jacobian
By 8x By OzJ = (2.48)8s Op Dp as
The p and s-derivatives are then approximated using finite differences. A second
order, centered differencing scheme is used for the approximation of the y-derivative,
and instead a 4-point upwind differencing scheme is used for the x-derivatives. This
scheme was first implemented by C.W. Dawson in [5], and was found to be the most
effective.
Chapter 3
Boundary Layer Flow
The viscous flow inside the boundary layer is solved using integral boundary layer
equations. These are solved on the hull, the keel, and the rudder and their respective
wakes. On the hull the boundary layer starts at the bow and moves downstream to the
stern and then onto the wake, somewhere transitioning from laminar to turbulent. On
the keel and rudder, the boundary layer is computed on both the port and starboard
surfaces, then combined into one on the wake. The attachment line here is not known
a priori; it is initially take as the inviscid leading-edge stagnation line, but its location
is then adjusted as the boundary layer solution converges.
3.1 Governing Equations
The simultaneous coupling of integral boundary equations with an inviscid flow has
been done in the past; Nishida ([21]) and Milewski ([15]) have coupled the full 3-
dimensional integral boundary layer equations with an inviscid flow solver, and ob-
tained encouraging results for a swept, tapered wing. Neither of them has tried the
coupling for a free-surface flow, nor for a geometry more complicated than a swept
wing. Mantzaris directly coupled instead a 2-dimensional viscous solution with a
Rankine panel method solver for free-surface flows. The approach taken here lays
somewhere in between: quasi-3D integral equations are simultaneously coupled with
a free-surface flow solver for a sailing yacht with lifting surfaces. It is a quasi-3D for-
mulation because the equations are solved only in the streamwise direction, and the
crossflow is assumed to be zero, however they are not simply 2-dimensional because
a term is added which takes into account the separation between the computational
lines, and whether they are converging or diverging. Moreover in two dimensions
the boundary layer is only affected by the points upstream on the same line; in this
method instead, the edge velocity at any single point depends on the mass defects at
every point in the computational domain.
The boundary layers in this type of problem, at high Reynolds number, are generally
thin compared to a characteristic length of the geometry (be that the waterline length
for the hull or the average chord length for the lifting surfaces). Under these assump-
tions, the pressure can be taken as constant through the boundary layer thickness and
the Navier-Stokes equations can be simplified into the thin shear layer equations [30].
The integral equations are derived from these through the integration in the direction
perpendicular to the wall of linear combinations of the continuity equation and the
thin shear layer momentum equation. Because the fluid is incompressible the density
is dropped from the formulation, and the equations are solved in non-dimensional
form (a complete derivation is found in [16])
Momentum Equation
1 db d • dUe CfS+  + (2 + H) (3.1)b ds ds Ue ds 2
Kinetic Energy Equation
9 dH* O dUe CD Cf+ (1 - H) =dU 2C C (3.2)H* ds Ue ds H* 2
Shear Stress Lag Equation
= dC K T C 01/2 _C1/2)  (3.3)C ds rEq r
The transport equation for the maximum shear stress coefficient C,, Eq. 3.3, is used
when the viscous flow has transitioned to turbulent regime. In the laminar regions,
it is substituted with an equation which calculates the amplitude growth of the most
amplified Tollmien-Schlichting wave
d•i _ dfi (Hk) dReo (Hk,O) (34)
ds dReo ds
The first term on the right end side of (3.4) is an empirical correlation of the spatial
growth rates from the Orr-Sommerfeld equation [6]; the second is derived from the
properties of the Falkner-Skan profile family. When ii goes above iit transition is
reached and the shear stress lag equation is used.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 represent the streamwise momentum conservation and the ki-
netic energy conservation. b in the first term of the momentum equation is separation
between computational lines, while Ue is the edge velocity. The momentum thickness
shape parameter H, the kinetic energy shape parameter H*, the skin friction coef-
ficient Cf, the dissipation coefficient CDo and the shear stress equilibrium coefficient
C1/2 are defined in Appendix C. The coefficient Kc is an empirical constant taken
to be equal to 5.6 (value suggested by Green [9] and used by Milewski [15]).
3.2 Domain and Coordinate System
The governing equations given above are written in curvilinear coordinates, where s
is meant to be the streamwise direction. The assumption used is that the cross-flow
is negligible and therefore no equations are necessary in that direction. However in
this work, s is not computed from the inviscid flow solution, but rather taken as the
best estimate of what the inviscid streamlines would look like, and the grid is built to
approximate those at best. This was found to work very well on most of the domain
with the exception of a small area around each corner of the stern, where the angle
between the grid line and the inviscid velocity vector becomes larger.
The boundary layer computational domain is shown in Fig. 3-1. This is largely based
on the inviscid domain: the panels on all the hull surfaces are exactly the same. The
appendage wakes are not carried as far downstream as the inviscid wake, but only
Figure 3-1: The boundary layer flow domain.
for about two appendage chordlengths. The hull wake is new and simply carries the
computational lines from the stern of the boat straight downstream.
3.3 Primary Variables
The presence of three boundary layer governing equations requires the choice of three
primary variables. In this work these are taken to be m, the mass defect, 0, the
momentum thickness, and, depending on the regime of the individual point, fi, the
amplitude growth, for the laminar regions, or C /2, the square root of the maximum
shear stress coefficient.
The mass defect m is related to the mass displacement thickness 6* and the edge
velocity Ue
m = 6*Ue (3.5)
Ue and 6* are not primary variables and must be referred to m. In section 3.4.2
expressions for the edge velocity as function of the mass defect only are derived.
Using these expressions, then 6* is easily found from 3.5.
All the other variables present in equations 3.1-3.3 are written as functions of the
primary variables; closure formulae are given in Appendix C.
3.4 Wall Transpiration Model
The effect of the boundary layer are introduced into the potential formulation by
means of a wall transpiration model. In this model, blowing sources of unknown
strength, called viscous sources, are added to the panels on the body, wake, and free
surface. The effect of the viscous sources is to displace the potential flow away from
the body, and to create a component of velocity normal to the body. This Equivalent
Inviscid Flow (EIF) has the same velocity at the edge of the boundary layer as the
real flow (see Fig. 3-2). The governing equation for the EIF is derived from Eq. 2.3,
where one extra term is added
0 -8G(x; ) G( x)4Tir (() + / (x) G(x; n) dSx +
J fss ( n On/ /G(x; () 84(x)
+ 4(x) - G(x; () ( dS +
s S On On
+ /f w A) (x) G(X; I dS,
+ s susw G(x; ) a'(x)dS. = 0 (3.6)
Both the potential 1 and the viscous sources a" are unknown in this equation. The
potential and boundary layer equations are coupled through the edge velocity, which
depends on the viscous sources. The edge velocity at each panel node is given by
an inviscid term and a term depending on the unknown blowing sources through the
mass defect m by
N
Ue, = Uinv + Dmj 1 i < N (3.7)
j=1
l-•1e
b) Equivalent Inviscid Flow (ElF)
flr1e -
1 tVwh
Us
Figure 3-2: Velocity profiles for the real and equivalent inviscid flows.
N is the total number of nodes in the domain. The mass defect is directly related to
the strength of the viscous sources a" by
dmi
a ds (3.8)
d/ds is the derivative with respect to the curvilinear coordinate in the streamwise
direction.
3.4.1 "Viscous" Potential
The viscous sources are added to the equation in a manner similar to the potential
sources. Using the same assumptions and simplifications as in the case of the double
body flow, Eq. 3.6 can be discretized as
NB NB NP
S jj() = E Sj,l(-Ui -n) + E Bi,+o5
j=1 j=1 j=1
(3.9)
where ¢ is the sum of the double-body inviscid perturbation potential and the poten-
tial due to the viscous sources (which will be referred to as the "viscous" potential),
and NP is the total number of panels carrying a viscous source.
= 0 + 2 (10
_ _
a) Real flow
I
3.10)
On the free surface, however, only few au directly astern of the vessel will have non-
zero value. From Eq. 3.9 the perturbation potential can still be found by inverting
Ai,j
(&~) = [ A,-1Sk,j (-Ui nj) + E A[ Bkj jv, 1 < i < NB (3.11)
j=1 k=1 j=1 k=1
The total potential 4 is obtained by adding the freestream potential 0,, and can be
written as the summation of an inviscid part and a "viscous" part dependent only on
the viscous blowing sources
NP
S= Hijaj 1 < i < NB (3.12)
j=1
4I is the total inviscid potential, /i the solution of the inviscid problem
i = ¢i + ¢oo = oo0 + [ A'Skj] (-Ui. nj) (3.13)
H.j is an influence coefficient computed by solving NB systems of linear equations,
where the right end side vectors are given by the columns of the source influence
matrix Bi,j, and it represents the potential at the centroid of panel i due to a unit
source at panel j.
NB
Hj = Z A Bk,j (3.14)
k=1
H P depends on the discretization of the body and wake geometries, but it is inde-
pendent of the flow, therefore needs to be computed only once.
A similar approach is used for the off-body points, and the potential on the wake is ,
NB + 1 < i < NB + NW, first written as
NP
~ = OW + E Ha .o (3.15)
j=1
then, starting from
NB NB NP
-= - A,(ýj) + • SZ (-Ui nj) Z B (3.16)
j=1 j=1 j=1
and substituting Eq. 3.11 into it, we find that
NB NB NB NB
A, A , (-U i n3 ) + SW( - U i nj) (3.17)j=1 1j=1 (k=1 j=1
which gives
HR . = CE[ AiA1 ] WBkj (3.18)1,3 E : AWA , B,
k=1 l=1l
In this case the influence coefficient H R• is comprised of two terms: the first represents
the change in the body dipole strengths due to the presence of the blowing sources,
while the second is the direct contribution of the blowing sources.
With the same procedure, the solution for the points on the free surface NB + NW +
1 < i < NT is found by
N
Fs Fs+ P,1 3 3H (3.19)
j=1
NB (NB NB 1 NB
S = Af  A , (-Ui nj) + (-Ui.n ) (3.20)
j=1 j=1 k= j=1 n) (3.20)
B [ NBFSA-1 B~l
H = E AsA-1 B S, (3.21)
k=1 l=1
3.4.2 Edge Velocity Equations
Now, the potential is everywhere expressed as the sum of a inviscid term and one
depending on the viscous sources
NP
== + H,aj, 1 < i <NP (3.22)
j=1
However what we need is an expression of the edge velocity as function of the mass
defect, as to have a complete set of equations which solve the boundary layer problem.
It is possible to find the edge velocity by differentiating Eq. 3.22 with respect to the
curvilinear streamwise coordinate. Because the boundary layer is solved at the panel
nodes instead of the centroids, the edge velocity is computed at the nodes
Ue
dci d NP
ds ds (j=1
NP
= +E Ha 1 < i < N (3.23)
j=1
Then applying the wall transpiration model (3.8), we finally find
N
Ue, = Unv, + Di,jmj 1 < i < N (3.24)
j=1
where, again, the blowing sources ao are panel quantities expressed at the centroids,
while the mass defects mj are nodal quantities.
Fig. 3-3 shows the contribution to the potential over the domain due to a unit strength
source distribution on a generic panel. This is equal to plotting the column of matrix
H P corresponding to such panel. Fig. 3-4 is, instead, a plot of a generic n-th column
of the mass defect influence matrix D, and represents the contribution to the edge
velocity of a unit mass defect at the node n. This has the same shape as a doublet
placed on the same node and the reason is because a unit mass defect is equivalent
to having to pairs of sources and sinks on the four adjacent panels.
3.5 Integration with the Inviscid Problem
We have now developed all the necessary equations to solve the coupled inviscid-
viscous problem. Chapter 4 gives the details of how the solution is actually found.
This section describes how the solution of the coupled problem affects the linear flow
a)
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Figure 3-3: Plot of a column of H P
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Figure 3-4: Plot of a column of D.
problem.
Once the converged values for the mass defect m are obtained, using Eq. 3.8 combined
with Eq. 3.22 a value for the "viscous" perturbation potential 0,is is found. This is
added to the double-body perturbation potential to give the base potential used in the
solution of the linearized flow problem, so that now the total perturbation potential
is given by
= + i (3.25)
It is the linearized flow which has ship waves and wave resistance. Using the same
procedure as in section 2.3.2, it is found that the governing equation for the linear
perturbation potential V (Eq. 2.30) is left unchanged. The body boundary condition
used is still the one given in Eq. 2.31, therefore allowing the viscous sources to give
rise a transpiration velocity.
Finally, the free-surface boundary conditions are obtained from Eqs. 2.27-2.28 by
simply substituting q with ý to give
(ax
( ax
UB)
a+ aay ay
a(
ax@ ay ay az' on z = 0
1V 
.V , onz=0
2= -g9 + UBax
(3.26)
(3.27)
92
- -( +8z 2
) ax
- Us -8-

Chapter 4
Solution of the Coupled Problem
The boundary layer's governing equations (3.1)-(3.3), together with the definition of
the mass defect (3.5) and the equation for the edge velocity (3.24) form the closed
system of equations for the problem. The system is elliptic in nature because of the
global influence of the mass defect m on the edge velocities Ue. The solution is found
using a Newton iterative solver.
This procedure provides a simultaneous solution for all points.
4.1 Solution by Newton's Method
Newton's method is commonly used to solve a system of nonlinear equations
F(X) = 0 (4.1)
Given an estimate solution X 0 , generally this will not satisfy the system, and a
correction 3X has to be applied to the initial guess to find the exact solution
X=Xo6X (4( .2)
The system of equations can be rewritten as
F(X) = F(Xo + 6X)
OF 82F
= F(Xo) + 6X + - X2 +... (4.3)aX aX2
For small corrections all the terms beyond the linear one can be ignored, and 6X is
then computed as
XI [ ] F(Xo) (4.4)
where f- is the Jacobian Ji,j of the system. The correction is then added to the initial
estimate to find a new estimate X1 = X0 + 6X 1. This procedure can be repeated
iteratively until the correction 6X, at the n-th iteration becomes smaller than a set
tolerance.
4.2 Assembly of the Newton System Matrix
The form of the Newton system is
6CT
[Jij] 6j = {Ri} 1 < i < N (4.5)
lmj
where Jl,j is a 3x3 matrix and the residual vector R2 is 3x1 array.
Each 3x3 Jacobian assumes three different forms depending on the position in the
global Newton matrix, but none of them are all zero, therefore making the global
matrix a square matrix. Consider a single computational line, where the nodes are
numbered with an index that increases as it moves downstream. Then:
Case 1: j = i
aFM
acj
J aF
ii- acdF S
809
8FiM
ae,
aFK
M9 i
8FtS
ao,
Case 2: j =i-1
Ji'i
aF M
ac 1i-
aPK
ac- 1
aF~s
ac;1l
Case 3: j :i, i-1
F z
0
Ji,i= 0
0
8FM
aFK
90i-1
aOi-1
LThe gen ric residual ve tor is instead given by
The generic residual vector is instead given by
Ri =FiMFK
Fis
(4.9)
where FM, F K , and Fs identify the three boundary layer governing equations (3.1)-
(3.3).
The mass defect m does not appear directly in the equations, making it non-trivial
to compute the Jacobian with respect to m. Instead the derivatives are taken with
respect to the edge velocity U, and to the mass defect thickness 6* and these are use
to construct the derivative with respect to m
aF7
L9FM
ami
aFEK
ami
8FS
am.
(4.6)
8FM
ami 1
FFK
Omi-1
8Fs
8mi-1
(4.7)
,MI
jK
-_n
!5j
(4.8)
m--- - R* m2  D-l +U D(,j ÷8Ri 8  iRi
e-- a D 1 ei)+ (j mDi j +Din Dji*l Uej-1 U4- 1  ' j j* kUet U4t)
aRi ORi
+ Di-,j • Di,j (4.10)+Ue, _, aUej
6ij is the Dirac delta function.
4.2.1 System Solution
The boundary layer linearized system matrix is assembled for the entire domain.
However, the off-diagonal influence terms in the matrix corresponding to points in
the areas near the intersections of the appendages with the hull can results in a ill-
conditioned system that can preclude convergence. The boundary layer formulation
as it is used here is not able to resolve highly three-dimensional flows, like the ones
that happen at the appendage-hull juctions, so it was decided to solve the linearized
system in three separate patches: hull and its wake, keel and its wake and rudder
and its wake. This way the influence terms between patches are ignored. The global
influence is mantained when computing the equivalent inviscid potential due to the
viscous sources, once the solution of the boundary layer equations has converged.
4.3 Initial Conditions
In 4.2 it is shown how the discretized equations at any point depend on the values
at the point itself and at its upstream neighbor. However the values of all primary
variables need to be initialized at the first point on the computational line. Because
the routine that calculates the initial guess as well as the Jacobian and residual during
the iterative process uses the edge velocity Ue and the mass defect thickness 6* as
inputs instead of the mass defect m, initial conditions for former two are used. If the
computational line is on the body, and the attachment point of the boundary layer is
on either the leading edge of an appendage or on the bow, then the boundary layer
variables are determined using a 2-D Falkner-Skan similarity solution, therefore
C1/2 = Ctr exp (-ncit) (4.11)
0 = 0.38574 (4.12)Re. U,
0.90694 s
= Ue ReU (4.13)
Ue = UINV (4.14)
where U(s) is the local streamwise velocity and Ctr is the threshold value for the TS
wave amplitude for transitioning to the turbulent regime and is taken to be equal to
0.01.
On the wakes instead the values of the boundary layer variables are determined by
their values at either the stern or on the trailing edges of the appendages. At the
stern of boat there are two computational points that represent the same physical
point, then the values on the body are copied onto the wake
Uestern = Uewake (4.15)
C1/2 = C1/2 (4.16)
'stern 'wake
Gstern = wake (4.17)
Ostern = Owake (4.18)
At the trailing edge of the appendages, the convergence of two separate boundary
layers, one from the port surface, and one from the starboard one, must be consid-
ered. However the wake boundary layer is computed as a single viscous layer that is
convected downstream in the direction of the velocity vector. Therefore the two lay-
ers need to be combined into one. At the trailing edge there are three computational
points representing the same physical position (see Fig. 4-1). The primary variables
are updated as follows
2 I/2P7 1 P C1/2S)SC = + S (4.19)OP +OS
SP
Figure 4-1: Computational point arrangement at the TE.
Ow = - P + 0S  (4.20)
mw = m P + m s  (4.21)
The last equation above needs to be transformed into equations for the mass defect
thickness and for the edge velocity as the Jacobian and residual computation require
these latter quantities to be used instead of the mass defect. Eq. 4.21 is equivalent to
6*w = 6*P + •*S (4.22)
vW Ue6*P + Uess (4.23)
6*P + 6*S
4.4 Solution Update
The iterative solution starts with an initial guess. The boundary layer is first marched
in a standard "direct" mode with the prescribed edge velocity, taken to be the inviscid
velocity from the double body flow solution. In case separation were to occur, a
plausible value of the kinematic shape parameter Hk is prescribed until reattachment
occurs. The accuracy of this initial solution influences the speed at which the method
will converge. However, often for the first few iterations the solution needs to be
under-relaxed to prevent oscillations, or even divergence, in the solution. Once the
linear system is solved, the computed correction is compared to the current values
of the variables, and the relaxation factor is calculated. The maximum correction
allowed is 50% of the current value. With the relaxed values found, the solution
is updated. However, before going to the next iteration, values of the variables are
RMS value of residuals and solution update
Figure 4-2: RMS values for the residuals and the change in solution after each itera-
tion.
checked to make sure they are reasonable: the displacement thickness is limited by the
value of the momentum thickness, so that the shape parameter H is above unity. After
this check is done the mass defect values are updated using the definition (Eq. 3.5).
4.5 Solution Convergence
In all iterative processes a criterion needs to be established that defines when the
solution has converged. During the update step of the iteration the root mean square
(RMS) value of the relative change of the primary variables is computed. This is
defined as
4
RMSso, = Z dNj/NT (4.24)
i=1
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Figure 4-3: Streamline solution after 6 (symbols) and after 30 iterations (lines).
and
dN1 = 10.0 < Str (4.25)
.C S>Strc,
A6*
dN2 = (4.26)
0
dN 4 = (4.28)4U,
where str represents the point where the boundary layer transitions from a laminar
to a turbulent regime.
To make sure that the implementation of the Newton system had been done correctly,
it was first let run for 30 iterations, while monitoring the RMS values of both solution
change and residuals. Fig. 4-2 shows that, as expected, the RMS value of the residuals
went quickly down to the machine limit, then hovered around the same value for the
1
0.8
S0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.003
0.002
0.001
0
remainder of the iterations. RMSsol follows a very similar behavior, although at a
lower speed. A RMS for the solution of 10- 3 means that the mean square change
in the state of the boundary layer quantities is 0.1%. This was found usually to
correspond to a RMS value for the residuals of the three equations of the order of
10-6-10 - 7 , so it was accepted as a limit for the solution to be considered converged.
Figure 4-3 plots the solution for one computational line after 6 iterations against the
solution obtained after 30 iterations: there is no visible difference.

Chapter 5
Numerical Validation
In this chapter numerical results are presented to validate the inviscid flow solution
and the boundary layer solution in the current method separately.
5.1 Inviscid Flow Solution
Two geometries were used for the validation of the linear inviscid solution: the first
is a Wigley hull, while the second is the canoe body of a sailing yacht (US Sailing
Model 5) tested by US Sailing in the towing facility at the then Institute for Marine
Dynamics (IMD), now Institute for Offshore Technology (IOT), in St. Johns, NL,
Canada [2].
5.1.1 Wigley Hull
The surface of the Wigley hull is defined as
y=± B 1- 22 (5.1)
where B, L, and D denote respectively the beam, length, and draft of the hull. The
values used in the computation for the length-beam ratio and for the length-draft
Figure 5-1: Wave resistance coefficient for a Wigley hull.
ratio are
L
-=10
B
L
- 16
D
If S is the static wetted surface and Rw is the wave resistance, the wave resistance
coefficient is defined as
RwCw 1R (5.2)
,pU2S
The wave resistance, which for on-lifting cases coincides with the pressure resistance,
is found by integrating the pressure field on the hull, obtained from the linear inviscid
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solution by the use of Bernoulli's equation
P = -P [VDB ' VDB - U2+ gz] + p VO + 10 .VV) (5.3)
In cases where lift is produced, the pressure drag will include not only the wave drag,
but also the induced drag and the form drag, the latter when viscous effects are also
accounted for. The definition of pressure resistance is not as straightforward as it
seems: both Nakos and Sclavounos [18] and Raven [24] give a detailed explanation
of how two different and therefore inconsistent definitions of wave resistance can be
obtained in the case of the Neumann-Kelvin formulation whether one starts from the
pressure integration or from energy balance. Since in the current method the free-
surface boundary conditions used are the same Kring developed for SWAN, it was
decided to also use the same method for the wave resistance calculation, which is to
integrate the pressure over the underbody [28], as this has been extensively tested in
SWAN.
The hull was tested in fixed static trim in a range of Froude number between 0.2 and
0.4. Fig. 5-1 shows the results from the current method using a 40 x 6 x 30'grid
and compares them to the experimental results obtained by Zou et al. [32], with
measurements taken by Norrbin [22] for the International Towing Tank Conference,
and with computational results obtained by Nakos [18] using SWAN. The solution
found with the current method is very similar to the computational results obtained
with SWAN, and close to the experimental results of Zou et al..
A grid convergence test was done using three different grids about the same range
of forward speeds (Fr = 0.2-0.4): Fig. 5-2 shows that the wave resistance coefficient
does not change significantly with grid refinements.
Fig. 5-3 compares the Kelvin wake computed using SWAN and the current method:
the two wakes are very similar as for wave length and diverging wave angle.
In [24] Raven publishes a comparison for the wave profile along the Wigley hull for a
'The first number denotes the number of panels in the longitudinal direction, the second the
number of panels in the transverse/vertical direction, and the third the number of panels on the free
surface in the radial direction
Figure 5-2: Wave resistance coefficient for a Wigley hull using different grids.
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Figure 5-3: Kelvin wakes for a Wigley hull computed with SWAN (top half) and with
the current method (bottom half).
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Table 5.1: Full scale yacht dimensions.
Froude number of 0.316 between experimental measurements and the computational
results he obtained using DAWSON, a linear panel method code, and using RAPID,
the nonlinear evolution of the first. Two wave profiles computed with the current
method are plotted in Fig. 5-4 against Raven's findings: the first is for a finer (F)grid
(50 x 7 x 40), and the second for a coarser (C) grid (30 x 5 x 30). Both profiles agree
well with the experimental results.
5.1.2 US Sailing Model 5
Model 5 is the parent model of a beam-to-draft variation series of hulls tested by
US Sailing in order to acquire experimental data to improve the resistance model in
the IMS Velocity Prediction Program, used to determine the racing ratings for sailing
yachts. The models tested are all 1:2 scale models, with the main full scale dimensions
given in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5-5 shows the computed wave resistance coefficient along with the one calculated
from the experimental results for three different grids. The values agree well and are
within the uncertainty of the expansion of the tank data.
5.2 Boundary Layer Solution
The boundary layer solution computed with the present method was validated against
PAN2D-BL, a two-dimensional code developed by Hufford [10] for the analysis of
marine propellers. Two different symmetric airfoil shapes, a NACA 0010 and a NACA
Wigley Hull Wave Profile
Figure 5-4: Wave profiles for a Wigley hull using a fine (F) and coarse (C) grid.
Figure 5-5: Computed and experimental wave resistance coefficient for Model 5.
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Figure 5-6: Grid used to validate the boundary layer solution.
0015, where run at two different angles of attack each. To come as close as possible
to a two-dimensional solution with the present method, a peculiar geometry was
developed: the Model 5 hull was scaled down in depth so that the maximum draft
is less than 0.001 m, while length and beam are kept constant (see Fig. 5-6). This
was done to minimize the effects of the free surface on the solution. Then a keel and
rudder with the desired airfoil section are fitted to the hull, both with a chord length
of 1.0 m and a span of 3.0 m.
5.2.1 NACA 0010 Airfoil
The choice of symmetric shape was given by the fact that the appendages of sailing
yachts are symmetric, except for the rare occasions. A NACA 4-digit series is a very
reasonable choice of section for an appendage, either fin keel or spade rudder, and a
thickness-chord ratio of 10% is close to the lower end of the range for the thickness
of a keel.
The tests were run at unit inflow speed, and with a Reynolds number Re of about
109. The transition was forced at x = 0.1. The PAN2D-BL geometry had 61 points
on the foil and 20 on the wake, while the current method used 61 points on the airfoil
and 18 on the wake. The solution at 00 of angle of attack reported here is taken at
midspan on the keel, while the one at 20 is taken on the rudder, with the rudder angle
set equal to the desired angle of attack.
For the non-lifting case (Fig. 5-7 top), the velocity profile along the foil matches very
well the profile from PAN2D-BL. The small differences near the leading edge were
initially thought to be due to the different distribution of the computational points.
However it was found that because the two programs generate the geometry in two
different ways (PAN2D-BL has an internal NACA 4-digit generator, while the current
method generates the geometry from a NURBS surface) there is a small difference
in the shape of the foil itself. As Fig. 5-8 shows, the leading edge is more round in
PAN2D-BL than in the current method; The difference is even greater for the NACA
0015 airfoil discussed in the next section. This explains the difference in inviscid
velocity too. The mass defect thickness 6* and the momentum thickness 0 come in
very good agreement between the two programs.
The geometry mismatch magnifies the differences in the lifting case (Fig. 5-7 bottom),
although the agreement is still more than satisfactory. Both the inviscid and edge
velocity are underestimated near the leading edge on the suction side of the foil,
however the boundary layer quantities 6* and 0 computed with the present method
fall right on top of those computed with PAN2D-BL.
5.2.2 NACA 0015 Airfoil
A 15% thick airfoil section is often used for rudders with short chordlength, where
the thickness is needed in order to fit a strong enough rudder stock. Again the airfoil
is tested at two angles of attack, only this time 40 is used instead of 20. The grid
resolution is the same as before as well as the location of the forced transition to
turbulent regime.
The top of Fig. 5-9 shows the non-lifting case: the agreement of the velocity profiles
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Figure 5-7: Solution comparison between the current method (solid lines) and
PAN2D-BL (symbols) for a NACA 0010 airfoil, at an angle of attack of 00 (top)
and 20.
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Figure 5-8: Airfoil shape comparison between the current method (solid lines) and
PAN2D-BL (symbols) for NACA 0010 and 0015 airfoils
is still reasonably good, considering that for this foil the difference in shape of the
nose is more pronounced than in the previous one. The agreement of the boundary
quantities is actually very good.
In the lifting case (Fig. 5-9 bottom), the shape mismatch causes the velocity profiles
to differ somewhat, in particular near the leading edge on the suction side of the
foil. For the pressure side of the foil the results show a better agreement between the
two programs. Despite this, the solution for the boundary layer quantities repeats
reasonably well.
5.2.3 Resolution Study
The NACA 0010 airfoil was also used to study the effects of the grid resolution on
the boundary layer solution. This was done using three different grids: the coarse
mesh has 33 total points distributed over the entire foil section, the medium grid has
47 points, while the fine mesh had 61 points. The conditions for the runs were the
same as above (U = 1.0, xtr = 0.1). As Fig. 5-10 shows, the solutions lay on top
of each other over most of the chordlength, with appreciable differences only close to
the trailing edge.
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Figure 5-9: Solution comparison between the current method (solid lines) and
PAN2D-BL (symbols) for a NACA 0015 airfoil, at an angle of attack of 00 (top)
and 40.
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0.005
the medium
A second resolution study was conducted using the canoe body of US Sailing Model
5, in order to check the effects on a three-dimensional geometry run at speed and
Reynolds number compatible with actual sailing conditions. The hull was run at a
speed of 2.75 m/sec, which corresponds to a Froude number of 0.25. The dimensions
of the grids used are:
(C): coarse grid with 35 points in the longitudinal direction and 11 in the transverse;
(M): medium grid with 41 points in the longitudinal direction and 13 in the trans-
verse;
(F): fine grid with 47 points in the longitudinal direction and 15 in the transverse;
(VF): very fine grid with 53 points in the longitudinal direction and 17 in the trans-
verse.
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Even in the three dimensional cases the results are very similar between all the grids:
the finer the grid the better they capture the drop of the inviscid velocity at the
stern of the boat. This in turns affects the value of the edge velocity at the stern,
and therefore of the mass defect and momentum thicknesses 6* and 0. However the
differences are less pronounced between the (F) and the (VF) grid than they are in
the other cases (see Fig. 5-11 to 5-14).
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Figure 5-11: Viscous solution for Model 5 on the coarse (C) grid.
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Figure 5-12: Viscous solution for Model 5 on the medium (M) grid.
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Figure 5-13: Viscous solution for Model 5 on the fine (F) grid.
Figure 5-14: Viscous solution for Model 5 on the very fine (VF) grid.
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Chapter 6
Results
In this chapter the numerical procedure developed is tested, first using a canoe body
without appendages, then using a complete hull, so that predictions of both lift and
drag can be verified.
6.1 Experimental Data
The numerical results are compared with experimental data obtain at the towing
tank at the Institute for Offshore Technology (IOT) in St. Johns, Newfoundland,
Canada. The model data was expended to full scale by the author. The procedure
is described full detail in [2]. It estimates the frictional resistance of the model by
using a frictional coefficient computed with a Reynolds number based on 70% of the
waterline length. This method was used because it is the method used by the IMS
VPP, the object of the investigation in [2]. An alternative method uses the frictional
coefficient based 100% of the waterline length, and then multiplies the resistance by a
form factor. The form factor is usually determined by a Prohaska plot done using the
upright runs at low Froude number. This value is then used for all the runs in a test
matrix. However the low speed runs are the least reliable in towing tank experiments
because of the high probability that the turbulence stimulation on the appendages
and on the hull fails.
Prohaska Plot
1.8-
1.6-
+1.41 y= 52.394 x + 1.0546
1.2-
10 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014
Fr4
Table 6.1: Prohaska plot and data expansion table.
When model scale data is expanded to full scale, the frictional drag of the model is
estimated using one of the method described above and subtracted from the total
drag to find the residuary drag. The residuary resistance coefficient is the same for
the model and the full scale boat, so the full scale residuary drag can be found. The
full scale frictional is estimated using the same method.
The full scale total drag changes only by about 0.8% depending on the method used,
however the balance between the frictional and the residuary resistance is greatly
affected by the expansion procedure used, so much that the latter has variations up
to 23% as shown in Table 6.1. The plot next to the table shows the value of the
form factor for Model 5, as it is calculated from the experiments. Therefore for the
comparisons with numerical data, the total drag is considered the most important
value.
6.2 Model 5 Canoe Body
The canoe body of Model 5 was tested at three different speeds and compared with the
experimental results. The computations were done using the same fine grid defined
in the previous chapter, a 46 by 14 panel grid, at Froude number of 0.25, 0.30, and
0.35, which correspond to full scale speeds of 2.75, 3.31, and 3.86 m/s. The velocities
used are in the range in which a sailing boat of about 40 ft in overall length sails
in a medium wind strength. Table 6.2 shows the computed and experimental forces.
Although the current method tends to overpredict a little the residuary drag, while
Method Frict. Drag Resid. Drag Total Drag
[N] [N] [N]
70% LWL 624.1 200.9 825.0
1 + k = 1.00 600.2 231.4 831.6
1 + k = 1.05 620.7 207.3 828.0
1+k= 1.10 641.2 183.3 824.5
Table 6.2: Numerical and experimental drag for Model 5 canoe body.
Figure 6-1: Boundary layer solution at Fr = 0.35. The top frame is a contour plot
of the edge velocity, the middle of 6*, the bottom of 0.
underpredicting the frictional resistance, in particular at the lower speeds, the total
drag computed with the current method compares reasonably well to the experiments.
In all three cases the boundary layer computation converged pretty quickly, using
at most 5 iterations. The final viscous solution for the first case was presented in the
previous chapter in Fig. 5-13. Here the final solution for the case at Fr - 0.35 is
shown in Fig. 6-1. It is possible to notice how the boundary layer grows very slowly
over the forward half of the hull, where the streamlines are diverging and the velocity
is increasing, and but then starts to grow much more quickly near the stern where
the hull gets narrow and there is an adverse pressure gradient.
Computation Experiments
Froude Number Total Drag Total Drag
0.25 356.5 N 391.7 N
0.3 614.9 N 649.9 N
0.35 1091.1 N 1055.2 N
Figure 6-2: Wave pattern and pressure field for the canoe body at Fr = 0.25.
Figures 6-2 to 6-4 shows the wave pattern created by the hull. Comparing the three
patterns, the increase in wave height and wave length off the waves coming off the
stern with increasing Froude number are evident. It also shows how at the lowest
speed the waves tend to be more of the transverse kind, while at the highest speed
the diverging wave pattern becomes predominant. The contours drawn inside the hull
boundary in the figure represent the pressure field computed on the body. Here, the
areas of lowest pressure on the hull correspond to a deeper trough on the free surface.
The pressure field is integrated to obtain the pressure resistance, also called residuary
resistance by naval architects, while the frictional part comes from the integration of
the frictional coefficient over the hull surface.
6.3 Aft End of Waterline Condition
As said before, sailing yachts are designed with relatively flat stern overhangs. The
linearized flow solution does not have any information regarding the body geometry
Figure 6-3: Wave pattern and pressure field for the canoe body at Fr = 0.30.
Figure 6-4: Wave pattern and pressure field for the canoe body at Fr = 0.35
above the static waterline, therefore it is necessary to impose conditions at the stern
end of the waterline that ensure a zero wave height and a smooth detachment from
the underbody. This condition is very similar to that used for transom sterns of ships
when sailing at high speeds. However, with a sailing yacht the situation is made more
complicated by the fact that there are no well defined edges of the "transom" inside
of which to apply such conditions.
A criterion to determine these edges of the area of the free surface where the condition
is imposed was based on the angle of the tangent to the waterline with respect to
the centerline. The limiting angle changes with the speed of the vessel and with the
heel angle. The reasoning behind it was that with increasing speed the water flow
tends to come off the stern more straight and tends to wrap around the stern less.
Also with increasing speed, the wave at the stern affects a wider area. The actual
numbers were determined empirically by running a model hull at different speed and
heel angles and extending the edge of the "transom" so that no unreasonably high
waves formed. just outside the edge of the area where the condition was imposed.
Eq. 2.10 gives the analitycal condition to be imposed on the free surface points along
the aft end of the waterline. This condition is imposed numerically by setting the
wave height on the points on the first two rows of the free surface that are within the
limits previously found accordingly to the slope of the overhang. Each point on the
free surface has two unknowns, the wave height and the linear perturbation potential,
but instead of using two equations to impose both the height and slope of the wave at
the first point, setting the wave height at two points was thought easier to implement
and also it extends the influence of the overhang a little further aft. This was found to
work reasonably well, although the resistance showed some sensitivity to the extent
of the area on which the condition was imposed.
6.4 Model 5 Appended
The upright cases of the canoe body show good predictions for the total drag of the
model, so the next step involves testing the complete boat. The canoe body was fitted
Table 6.3: Model 5 appendage dimensions.
with trapezoidal profile shape keel and rudder. The dimensions of the appendages
are given in Table 6.3.
Three series of tests at different sailing conditions were run:
Series A: upright, with no rudder angle, at Fr = 0.25, Fr = 0.30 and Fr = 0.35;
Series B: no heel, yaw and rudder angle equal to 10 and 20, at Fr = 0.25, and equal
to 20 at Fr = 0.325;
Series C: 100, 150 heel, yaw and rudder angle equal to 20, at Fr = 0.25.
6.4.1 Series A: Speed Variation
The purpose of this series is to test the prediction of forces as function of speed.
Because of the more complicated geometry due to the presence of the keel and rudder,
the boundary layer solution is slower in getting to full convergence taking now 11
iterations. The boundary layer on the hull converges almost as quickly as before,
however to get the final solution on the appendages the process take more iterations.
Fig. 6-5 show the final solution for the momentum thickness 0 over the hull and
appendages for the lower of the two speeds tested, and Fig. 6-6 shows the final values
for the displacement thickness 6* for the same case. Fig. 6-7 and 6-8 give the solution
for the same boundary layer quantities at Fr = 0.35. The transition from laminar
to turbulent flow occurs naturally on the hull at about 6% of the waterline length,
while it is forced at 5% of the chordlength on the appendages. The tank model has
turbulence stimulators at station 0.5 and station 1 (5% and 10% of the waterline
length), so the transition on the hull probably happens a little upstream than in the
model. On the appendages the turbulence stimulators were placed very close to the
Keel Rudder
Root Chord, [m] 1.585 0.688
Tip Chord, [m] 1.056 0.328
Thickness, % 13.0 13.0
Span, [m] 2.450 2.239
Residuary Frictional Total Error
Drag Drag Drag
Fr = 0.25 83.8 N 482.3 N 566.1 N 7.3%
Computation Fr = 0.30 269.0 N 653.9 N 922.9 N 10.6%
Fr = 0.35 505.2 N 872.3 N 1372.5 N 4.6%
Fr = 0.25 81.4 N 442.5 N 523.9 N
Experiments Fr = 0.30 200.9 N 624.1 N 825.0 N
Fr = 0.35 473.2 N 835.1 N 1308.3 N
Table 6.4: Numerical and experimental drag for Model 5 with appendages for the
Froude number series.
leading edge, at less than 5% of the chordlength. However, since the transition does
not happen immediately, 5% was used in the computations. To check the sensitivity of
the solution to the, one of the upright case was repeated with the transition location at
8% of the chordlength, and it was found that the effect on the drag was insignificant.
Comparing the wave pattern for the appended boat (Fig. 6-9) at Fr = 0.25 with
that of the canoe body only, it shows more pronounced waves. The trough near
the midship section is deepened by the presence of the keel, which contributes to
lowering the pressure in the middle section of the boat. This results in a higher
wave at the stern. Fig. 6-9 shows the wave pattern and pressure field at Fr = 0.35.
Again comparing it to the wave pattern of the canoe body, the waves here are bigger.
The computed forces compare reasonably well with the experimental ones in the
limit of the linearized problem. At the lower Froude number the pressure resistance
compares very well, while the frictional resistance is slightly overpredicted by the
current method, which gives a total drag higher than the experiments by 7.3% (see
Table 6.4). At the higher Froude number the computational method does better as
the difference in total drag is only 4.6%
6.4.2 Serie B: Yaw and Rudder Angle Variation
In this series the model was tested at a different non-zero yaw and rudder angle to
compare the prediction of both hydrodynamic lift and drag. The case at the higher
yaw and rudder angle was tested also at a second speed.
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Figure 6-6: Displacement thickness solution P* for Condition A at Fr = 0.25.
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Figure 6-9: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended for Condition A
at Fr = 0.25.
The effects on the flow of the yaw angle and of the rudder angle are shown in the
asymmetry of the wave pattern, both at the stern and along side the boat. Fig. 6-11
illustrates that the lower pressure on the suction side of the keel makes the wave
trough on the starboard side of the boat deeper and a little more forward than in the
port side. Looking at the pressure field drawn inside the hull boundary it is possible
to notice also the difference in pressure on the two sides of the rudder. These effects
are magnified when the speed is increased to 3.59 m/s, equivalent to a Froude number
of 0.325 (see Fig. 6-13).
The total hydrodynamic forces computed by the program compared very well with
the experiments. At Fr = 0.25 with the yaw and rudder angle equal to 20, the to-
tal resistance in the tank was measured to be 597.3 N, with 155.1 N attributed to
be pressure resistance and the remainder 442.2 N being frictional resistance. The
computation predicted a total drag of 619.8 N, which is only 3.6% higher than the
experiments, and this is divided into 155.1 N of residuary resistance and 464.7 N of
Figure 6-10: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended for Condition A
at Fr = 0.35.
Residuary Frictional Total
Drag Drag Drag Error Lift Error
[N] [N] [N] [N]
Y/R = 00 83.8 482.3 566.1 7.3%
Computation Y/R = 10 111.3 459.3 570.6 5.1% 1647.9 -3.3%
Y/R = 20 155.1 464.7 619.8 3.6% 3304.0 1.6%
Y/R = 00 81.4 442.5 523.9
Experiments Y/R = 10 99.2 442.3 541.4 1702.5
Y/R = 20 155.1 442.2 597.3 3252.4
Table 6.5: Numerical and experimental drag for Model 5 appended for the yaw and
rudder angle series.
Figure 6-11: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended at Fr = 0.25,
with no heel and 20 of yaw and rudder angles.
Figure 6-12: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 canoe body at Fr = 0.25,
with no heel and 20 of yaw angle.
Figure 6-13: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended at Fr = 0.325,
with no heel and 2' of yaw and rudder angles.
frictional resistance. The comparison of the lift is much closer, with the tank pre-
dicting a lift of 3252.4 N, and the current method calculating a total lift of 3304.0
N, only 1.6% higher. Because when the same model is tested without appendages at
20 of yaw the computed lift was only 2.2 N, there is a misconception that all the lift
in the appended model is generated by the keel and rudder. This is actually not the
case: 416.2 N of lift, or 12.6% of the total, is generated by the asymmetric pressure
distribution on the hull (Fig. 6-12). The keel and rudder generate respectively 1855.0
N and 1033.8 N, or 56.1% and 31.3%.
Table 6.5 shows the complete results for the yaw and rudder angle series.
At the higher Froude number the current method predicts a pressure resistance
of 399.5 N, and a frictional resistance of 761.7 N. The numerical total drag is then
1161.2 N. This value is about 1.8% higher than the experimental value of 1139.9 N. In
the experiments the total drag was measured to be composed of 413.7 N of pressure
resistance and 726.2 N of frictional resistance.
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Figure 6-14: Residual values for the momentum and kinetic energy equations after
30 iterations.
The difference in lift between the numerical value of 5562.2 N and the experimental
value of 5741.6 N is -3.2%.
6.4.3 Series C: Heel Variation
The last series simulates the most general condition at which a sailing yacht usually
sails: heeled over to leeward while making leeway and with a non-zero rudder angle to
balance the boat. Unfortunately experimental values are available only for an angle
of heel equal to 150.
At the higher heel angle, however, the boundary layer computation however did not
come to full convergence. The iterative process started to converge, but then kept
oscillating around the same solution without coming to complete convergence. The
trouble area was identified by looking at the residuals of the boundary layer equations
after each iteration, and it was found to be a small area on the hull wake right at the
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Figure 6-15: Detail of the computational grid on the stern windward corner.
stern on the windward side of the hull. Fig. 6-14 shows the residuals of the momen-
tum equation (top half) and of the kinetic energy equation (bottom half) on the hull
and its wake after 30 iterations. The area affected is the small patch in orange-yellow
color. The residuals on the appendages were checked, and the values on the keel were
generally smaller than 10- , while those on the top part of the rudder were higher,
but still only of the order of 10- . The reason for the non-convergence was found to
be in the geometry of the computational grid. When the hull is heeled over 15', a
portion of the windward half of the hull comes out of the water and gets very narrow
near the stern and the grid lines on it become curved. The main assumption in imple-
menting the current formulation for the boundary layer, was that the computational
lines would approximate the streamlines, so that the cross-flow would be negligible.
It is also necessary that the computational lines are smooth lines, without any hard
kinks in them. Unfortunately that is not the case at the corner of the stern, where
the grid lines get very close to each other and start going towards the centerline of the
hull until they reach the stern and suddenly turn into the direction of the freestream
(Fig. 6-15). This causes the influence matrix for the stern area to deteriorate, and in
turn the boundary layer iterative process not to converge. Reducing the heel angle
to 100 straightens the lines, increases the separation between them, and unskews the
Figure 6-16: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended at Fr = 0.25,
with a heel angle of 15' and a yaw and rudder angles of 20.
Figure 6-17: Wave pattern and pressure field for Model 5 appended at Fr = 0.25,
with a heel angle of 10' and a yaw and rudder angles of 20.
grid enough that the boundary layer solution has no problem converging completely
and a complete solution can be computed.
Because the area affected is relatively small, it was decided to stop the boundary
layer computation once it stopped making any progress, and use the solution as it
was computed, accepting the fact that it had an error component in it. After checking
that the boundary layer solution was reasonable, the linearized problem for the ship
waves was then solved as usual.
Fig. 6-16 shows the resulting wave pattern and pressure field. The heel angle brought
the low pressure on the suction side of the keel closer to the surface which results in a
deep wave trough on the windward side of the hull. The computed forces agree rea-
sonably well with the experimental findings. The experimental value of the pressure
resistance is 137.0 N, and the total drag has a value of 570.6, which leaves the dif-
ference of 432.4 N as frictional resistance. The current method computed a value for
the pressure resistance of 130.0 N, and a value of 452.6 N for the frictional resistance,
for a total of 582.6 N. This value is 2.0% higher than the experimental one.
The computed sideforce value of 2859.3 N is 3.6% higher than the value of 2756.5 N
obtained in the experiments. The sideforce is measured parallel to the y-axis, and it
is equal to the lift divided by the cosine of the heel angle.
The wave pattern at 100 degrees of heel is shown in Fig. 6-17. The numerical results
are 176.6 N of pressure drag, 457.3 N of frictional drag, for a total of 633.9 N. The
computed sideforce is 3063.3 N.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 Summary of Numerical Implementation
A novel coupled inviscid/viscous algorithm for the prediction of the hydrodynamic
forces on sailing yachts is presented in this thesis. The procedure couples a low order,
constant strength panel method with a quasi 3-dimensional boundary layer solver
by means of a distribution of blowing sources placed on the body and its wake sur-
faces. The potential flow boundary integral equation is first discretized to solve for
the double-body flow. Then edge velocity equations are derived so that the displace-
ment perturbations to the inviscid velocity depend only on viscous quantities and on
the influence matrices. The boundary layer equations are then discretized, and the
system of equations is closed using the edge velocity equations. The system is solved
using Newton's method to find the viscous variables and also a set of blowing sources
that provides an inviscid flow that produces effects equivalent to the viscous boundary
layer for the double body problem. Once the coupled double body-boundary layer
solution is found, the blowing sources are introduced in the solution of the free-surface
linearized potential flow problem for determining the ship waves. The velocity field
computed from the linearized solution is then used to compute the pressure forces and
the frictional coefficient from the boundary layer solution is used to find the frictional
forces.
To ensure the accurate representation of the geometry, the hull and appendages are
defined as NURBS surfaces, and are imported using an IGES file, format compatible
with the majority of hull definition CAD packages. The geometry is then recon-
structed and divided into panels.
7.1.2 Summary of Results
Calculation of both lift and drag were made for a canoe body and an appended hull
under different conditions. Results were compared with experimental data obtained
from a towing tank facility. The results generally compared reasonably well with the
experiments within the limit of the linear method and of the boundary layer method.
Differences for the total resistance were generally of the order of 5%, and the values
of lift were within 3%.
The linearized free surface solver was compared with another linear, free-surface
solver, SWAN, for the simulation of a Wigley hull and with experimental data from
the literature: both the computed wave pattern and the wave resistance coefficient
showed good agreement, with results that fell within the range of collected data. The
wave profile along the hull was checked against experimental and numerical obtained
by Raven [24] as part of his work.
The coupled inviscid/viscous solver was validated by running a long-span, straight
wing of known section and comparing the results with those obtained using PAN2D-
BL, a two-dimensional boundary layer solver.
7.2 Recommendations
The method developed here was successful in the prediction of lift and drag forces for
a sailing yacht in a variety of conditions, however some limitations were found that
suggest possible improvements.
High heel angle limit
It was found that with the current routine for the geometry discretization the assump-
tion of having computational lines closely approximating the streamlines breaks down
when the heel angle is at or above 150. This causes the boundary layer solution not to
converge. Although, even using a partially converged viscous solution the linearized
flow problem yield a reasonable solution, it is advisable to improve the panelization
routine.
Aft End of the Waterline Condition
As stated before, the smooth detachment of the flow at the stern ending of the wa-
terline is ensured by the imposition of conditions that set the wave height and the
wave slope equal to that of the stern overhang of the boat. The points on the free-
surface on which this condition was imposed, was here determined empirically, and it
has some effects on the wave resistance. However, the only alternative to having to
impose a condition at the stern is to solve the fully non-linear free surface problem.
The solution of the non-linear problem would allow capturing the increase in sailing
length due to the rise of the water along the stern overhang, which would lead to a
more accurate evaluation of the wave resistance, by virtue of computing the exact
detachment point of the flow, and of the frictional resistance because of a more accu-
rate representation of the actual wetted surface.
Boundary layer solution
As of now the boundary layer is coupled to the double-body flow and the combination
of the two provides the base flow for the linearized wave-making solution. The fric-
tional coefficient is computed from the coupled flow and, although integrated using
the linear solution velocity, it is not affected by it. A possible improvement would
to computed a second boundary layer solution, this time coupled with the linearized
flow problem.

Appendix A
IGES File Format
The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) defines a neutral data format
that allows the digital exchange of information among Computer-aided design (CAD)
systems. It was first published in 1980 by the National Bureau of Standards, now
National Institute for Standards and Technology, as a technical report that was the
result of a project started by a group of CAD users and vendors with the support of
NBS.
The IGES file is composed of 80-character ASCII records, divided into 5 sections,
marked S, G, D, P, and T in column 72. The first section of the file is the header
(lines marked with a G on the right) and contains information about the software
that created the file, the date and time of creation, etc.; the next two sections contain
the characteristic and geometric information of all the entities, the first one (marked
with a D) is two record length directory entry with the basic charateristics of the
entity, what they are (128 refers to a NURBS surface, 106 to a NURBS curve, etc.),
their order, etc.; the second (marked with a P), in a multiple record length, comma
delimited format, contains all the necessary information to evaluate the corrsponding
entity, which in the case of a NURBS surface, are the knot vectors, the weights, and
the control network point coordinates. More details about the IGES file format can
be found in [23].
Data transfer to IGES file format S 1
1H,, 1H;,7HMaxsurf, 11HUssaM4S. igs,3HWin, G i
llHVersion 6.0,32,38,6,38,15,,1.00000,6,1HM,1,,
13H041105.142913,0.0001,14.61259,
9HFormation,32HFormation Design Systems Pty Ltd,6,0
128 1 1 0 0 0
128 0 0 113 0 B
128 114 1 0 0 0
128 0 0 113 0 B
128,7,12,4,5,0,0,0,0,0,0.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000,
0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,2.500000e-001,
5.000000e-001,7.500000e-001,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000,
0.000000e+000,0.00000Oe+000,0.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000,
0.000000e+000,1.250000e-001,2.500000e-00O,3.750000e-001,
5.000000e-001,6.250000e-001,7.500000e-001,8.750000e-001,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1. OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.O00000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.00000Oe+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.00000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,6.045691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000,
-4.700000e-002,6.170691e+000,0.000000e+000,-1.773000e-002,
6.295691e+000,0.000000e+000,1.153000e-002,6.342841e+000,
0.000000e+000,1.330000e-001,6.455401e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000,
4.229300e-001,6.595171e+000,0.000000e+000,7.830000e-001,
6.740551e+000,0.000000e+000,1.157480e+000,6.854371e+000,
G
G
G
O00000000D
S SURF 1D
O00000000D
S SURF 2D
1P
1P
iP
1P
IP
1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
'P
IP
IP
iP
1P
IP
1P
iP
1P
1P
1P
1P
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'P
'P
1P
1P
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1P
1P
1P
lP
'P
1P
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0.000000e+000,1.450670e+000,5.955691e+000,0.000000e+000, 1P 41
-7.128000e-002,6.031401e+000,-1.753000e-002,-5.085000e-002, iP 42
6.130661e+000,-3.032000e-002,-2.267000e-002,6.185121e+000, iP 43
-3.848000e-002,1.115000e-001,6.270081e+000,-4.926000e-002, 1P 44
4.020700e-001,6.375761e+000,-6.223000e-002,7.637100e-001, iP 45
6.486041e+000,-7.503000e-002,1.141099e+000,6.573071e+000, 1P 46
-8.459000e-002,1.438900e+000,5.805691e+000,0.000000e+000, P 47
-1.103800e-001,5.847101e+000,-3.240000e-002,-1.011800e-001, iP 48
5.889151e+000,-7.187000e-002,-6.825000e-002,5.942201e+000, iP 49
-9.466000e-002,7.700000e-002,5.998721e+00,-1.213900e-001, iP 50
3.721300e-001,6.068751e+000,-1.485700e-001,7.370100e-001, iP 51
6.142151e+000,-1.753000e-001,1.119380e+000,6.200541e+000, iP 52
-1.963400e-001,1.423600e+000,5.541961e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 53
-1.760600e-001,5.541961e+00,440-0-5.424000e-2,-.691400e-001, P 54
5.543931e+000,-1.227100e-001,-1.272000e-001,5.556851e+000, iP 55
-1.796900e-001,2.439000e-002,5.585511e+000,-2.305200e-001, iP 56
3.270000e-001,5.620091e+00O,-2.734700e-01,6.995000e-001, iP 57
5.657451e+000,-3.164100e-01,1.089500e+000,5.686461e+000, 1P 58
-3.499000e-001,1.403000e+000,4.965691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 59
-3.039600e-001,4.965691e+000,-9.116000e-002,-2.871900e-001, iP 60
4.965691e+000,-1.972100e-001,-2.238300e-001,4.965691e+000, iP 61
-3.024000e-001,-4.723000e-002,4.965691e+000,-3.900400e-001, 1P 62
2.636700e-001,4.965691e+000,-4.540200e-001,6.460000e-001, iP 63
4.965691e+000,-5.136300e-001,1.048999e+000,4.965691e+000, 1P 64
-5.618300e-001,1.375199e+00,3.845762e+OOO,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 65
-4.583700e-001,3.845762e+000,-1.554500e-001,-4.412500e-001, 1P 66
3.845762e+000,-3.339000e-001,-3.722400e-001,3.845762e+000, 1P 67
-5.194300e-001,-1.806500e-001,3.845762e+000,-6.635100e-001, 1P 68
1.630000e-001,3.845762e+000,-7.513800e-001,5.660000e-001, 1P 69
3.845762e+000,-8.257000e-001,9.859990e-001,3.845762e+000, 1P 70
-8.782500e-001,1.334999e+000,2.325691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 71
-5.770700e-001,2.325691e+000,-2.341900e-001,-5.704600e-001, 1P 72
2.325691e+000,-5.190300e-001,-4.987900e-001,2.325691e+000, 1P 73
-7.972500e-001,-3.005100e-001,2.325691e+000,-9.997600e-001, 1P 74
6.000000e-002,2.325691e+000,-1.118860e+000,4.760000e-001, 1P 75
2.325691e+000,-1.201740e+000,9.150000e-001,2.325691e+000, 1P 76
-1.263769e+000,1.286500e+000,6.456909e-001,0.000000Oe+000, 1P 77
-6.462000e-001,6.456909e-001,-3.142100e-001,-6.462000e-001, 1P 78
6.456909e-001,-6.750600e-001,-5.779500e-001,6.456909e-001, 1P 79
-1.037649e+000,-3.834700e-00 1,6.456909e-001,-1.326140e+000, iP 80
-7.000001e-003,6.456909e-001,-1.441570e+000,4.140000e-001, 1P 81
6.456909e-001,-1.523040e+000,8.610000e-001,6.456909e-001, iP 82
-1.583840e+000,1.243140e+000,-1.154308e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, IP 83
-6.528600e-001,-1.154308e+000,-3.619600e-001,-6.528600e-001, iP 84
-1.154308e+000,-7.695700e-001,-5.861300e-001,-1.154308e+000, iP 85
-1.177919e+000,-3.984500e-001,-1.154308e+000,-1.506119e+000, iP 86
-2.526000e-002,-1.154308e+000,-1.635840e+000,3.890000e-001, iP 87
101
-1.154308e+000,-1.712669e+000,8.30000e-001,-1.154308e+000, iP 88
-1.760349e+000,1.207250e+00,-2.909988e+000,0.000000e+000, iP 89
-5.561800e-001,-2.909988e+000,-3.637500e-001,-5.561800e-O01, 1P 90
-2.909988e+000,-7.713200e-001,-4.906100e-001,-2.909988e+000, 1P 91
-1.177919e+000,-3.266100e-001,-2.909988e+OOO,-1.500579e+000, iP 92
2.200000e-002,-2.909988e+000,-1.627200e+000,4.130000e-001, 1P 93
-2.909988e+000,-1.703029e+000,8.279400e-001,-2.909968e+000, iP 94
-1.751240e+000,1.183859e+000,-4.653289e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 95
-3.257300e-001,-4.653289e+000,-3.181700e-001,-3.257300e-001, iP 96
-4.653289e+000,-6.777500e-001,-2.804400e-001,-4.653289e+000, iP 97
-1.042379e+000,-1.449700e-001,-4.653289e+000,-1.312019e+000, iP 98
1.422500e-001,-4.653289e+000,-1.445559e+000,4.860000e-001, iP 99
-4.653289e+000,-1.533789e+000,8.540000e-001,-4.653269e+000, iP 100
-1.588009e+000,1.170880e+000,-6.268039e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, iP 101
2.100000e-002,-6.268039e+000,-2.542600e-001,2.100000e-002, iP 102
-6.268039e+000,-5.437000e-001,3.841000e-002,-6.268039e+000, iP 103
-8.252100e-001,1.285900e-001,-6.268039e+000,-1.061149e+000, 1P 104
3.147200e-001,-6.268039e+000,-1.195199e+000,5.829800e-001, 1P 105
-6.268039e+000,-1.291960e+000,8.900500e-001,-6.268039e+000, 1P 106
-1.355690e+000,1.164740e+000,-7.758219e+000,0.000000e+000, iP 107
2.830000e-001,-7.758219e+000,-1.826500e-001 2.830000e-001, iP 108
-7.758219e+000,-4.123300e-001,2.986300e-001,-7.758219e+000, iP 109
-6.107300e-001,3.576400e-001,-7.758219e+000,-7.984000e-001, iP 110
4.917700e-001,-7.758219e+000,-9.405000e-001,6.929700e-001, iP iii
-7.758219e+000,-1.041280e+000,9.346400e-001,-7.758219e+000, iP 112
-1.113330e+000,1.163049e+000,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0 P 113
128,7,12,4,5,0,0,0,0,0,0.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 114
0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,2.500000e-001, 3P 115
5.000000e-001,7.500000e-001,1.000000e+000,1.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 116
1.00000e+000,1. 00000e+000,1.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 117
0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,0.000000e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 118
0.000000e+000,1.250000e-001,2.500000e-O01,3.750000e-001, 3P 119
5.000000e-001,6.250000e-001,7.500000e-001,8.750000e-001, 3P 120
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 121
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 122
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 123
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 124
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 125
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 126
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 127
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 128
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 129
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 130
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0O0000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 131
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000,1.1.0000e+000, 3P 132
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+00 3P 133
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 134
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1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 135
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 136
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 137
1.000000e+1.000,1.000000e+000,1.00000e+00,1.00000e+000, 3P 138
1.000000e+001.e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 139
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.1.0000e+e+000, 3P 140
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0000e+000e+000, 3P 141
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0O0000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 142
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OO0000e+00, 3P 143
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000, 3P 144
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+00,1.0OOOOOe+000,1.1.0000e+000, 3P 145
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+00,1.000000e+000, 3P 146
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,1.0OOOOOe+000, 3P 147
1.000000e+000,1.000000e+000,6.045691e+000,0.000000e+000, 3P 148
-4.700000e-002,6.170691e+000,0.000000e+000,-1.773000e-002, 3P 149
6.295691e+000,0.000000e+000,1.153000e-002,6.342841e+000, 3P 150
0.000000e+000,1.330000e-001,6.455401e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 151
4.229300e-001,6.595171e+000,0.000000e+000,7.830000e-001, 3P 152
6.740551e+000,0.000000e+000,1.157480e+000,6.854371e+000, 3P 153
0.000000e+000,1.450670e+000,5.955691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 154
-7.128000e-002,6.031401e+000,1.753000e-002,-5.085000e-002, 3P 155
6.130661e+000,3.032000e-002,-2.267000e-002,6.185121e+000, 3P 156
3.848000e-002,1.115000e-001,6.270081e+00 0,4.926000e-002, 3P 157
4.020700e-001,6.375761e+000,6.223000e-002,7.637100e-001, 3P 158
6.486041e+000,7.503000e-002,1.141099e+000,6.573071e+000, 3P 159
8.459000e-002,1.438900e+000,5.805691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 160
-1.103800e-001,5.847101e+000,3.240000e-002,-1.011800e-001, 3P 161
5.889151e+000,7.187000e-00 2,-6.825000e-002,5.942201e+000, 3P 162
9.466000e-002,7.700000e-002,5.998721e+000,1.213900e-001, 3P 163
3.721300e-001,6.068751e+000,1.485700e-001,7.370100e-001, 3P 164
6.142151e+000,1.753000e-001,1.119380e+000,6.200541e+000, 3P 165
1.963400e-001,1.423600e+000,5.541961e+000,0.000000e+000, 3P 166
-1.760600e-001,5.541961e+000,5.424000e-002,-1.691400e-001, 3P 167
5.543931e+000,1.227100e-001,-1.272000e-001,5.556851e+000, 3P 168
1.796900e-001,2.439000e-002,5.585511e+000,2.305200e-001, 3P 169
3.270000e-001,5.620091e+000,2.734700e-001,6.995000e-001, 3P 170
5.657451e+000,3.164100e-001,1.089500e+000,5.686461e+000, 3P 171
3.499000e-001,1.403000e+000,4.965691e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 172
-3.039600e-001,4.965691e+000,9.116000e-002,-2.871900e-001, 3P 173
4.965691e+000,1.972100e-001,-2.238300e-001,4.965691e+000, 3P 174
3.024000e-001,-4.723000e-002,4.965691e+000,3.900400e-001, 3P 175
2.636700e-001,4.965691e+000,4.540200e-001,6.460000e-001, 3P 176
4.965691e+000,5.136300e-001,1.048999e+000,4.965691e+000, 3P 177
5.618300e-001,1.375199e+000,3.845762e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 178
-4.583700e-001,3.845762e+000,1.554500e-001,-4.412500e-001, 3P 179
3.845762e+000,3.339000e-001,-3.722400e-001,3.845762e+000, 3P 180
5.194300e-001,-1.806500e-001,3.845762e+000,6.635100e-001, 3P 181
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1.630000e-001,3.845762e+000,7.513800e-001,5.660000e-001, 3P 182
3.845762e+000,8.257000e-001,9.859990e-001,3.845762e+000, 3P 183
8.782500e-001,1.334999e+00,2.325691e+0000.000000Oe+000, 3P 184
-5.770700e-001,2.325691e+000,2.341900e-001,-5.704600e-001, 3P 185
2.325691e+000,5.190300e-001,-4.987900e-001,2.325691e+000, 3P 186
7.972500e-001,-3.005100e-001,2.325691e+000,9.997600e-O01, 3P 187
6.000000e-002,2.325691e+000,1.118860e+000,4.760000e-001, 3P 188
2.325691e+000,1.201740e+000,9.150000e-001,2.325691e+000, 3P 189
1.263769e+000,1.286500e+000,6.456909e-001,0.OOOOOOe+O00, 3P 190
-6.462000e-001,6.456909e-001,3.142100e-001,-6.462000e-001, 3P 191
6.456909e-001,6.750600e-001,-5.779500e-001,6.456909e-001, 3P 192
1.037649e+000,-3.834700e-001,6.456909e-001,1.326140e+000, 3P 193
-7.000001e-003,6.456909e-001,1.441570e+000,4.140000e-001, 3P 194
6.456909e-001,1.523040e+000,8.610000e-001,6.456909e-001, 3P 195
1.583840e+000,1.243140e+000,-1.154308e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 196
-6.528600e-O0 154308e+000,3.619600e-001, 3P 197
-1.154308e+000,7.695700e-001,-5.861300e-001,-1.154308e+000, 3P 198
1.177919e+000,-3.984500e-001,-1.154308e+000,1.506119e+000, 3P 199
-2.526000e-002,-1.154308e+000,1.635840e+000,3.890000e-001, 3P 200
-1.154308e+000,1.712669e+000,8.300000e-001,-1.154308e+000, 3P 201
1.760349e+000,1.207250e+000,-2.909988e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 202
-5.561800e-001,-2.909988e+000,3.637500e-001,-5.561800e-001, 3P 203
-2.909988e+000,7.713200e-001,-4.906100e-001,-2.909988e+000, 3P 204
1.177919e+000,-3.266100e-001,-2.909988e+000,1.500579e+000, 3P 205
2.200000e-002,-2.909988e+000,1.627200e+000,4.130000e-001, 3P 206
-2.909988e+000,1.703029e+000,8.279400e-001,-2.909968e+000, 3P 207
1.751240e+000,1.183859e+000,-4.653289e+000,0.OOOOOOe+000, 3P 208
-3.257300e-001,-4.653289e+000,3.181700e-001,-3.257300e-001, 3P 209
-4.653289e+000,6.777500e-001,-2.804400e-001,-4.653289e+000, 3P 210
1.042379e+000,-1.449700e-001,-4.653289e+000,1.312019e+000, 3P 211
1.422500e-001,-4.653289e+000,1.445559e+000,4.860000e-001, 3P 212
-4.653289e+000,1.533789e+000,8.540000e-001,-4.653269e+000, 3P 213
1.588009e+000,1.170880e+000,-6.268039e+000,0.000000e+000, 3P 214
2.100000e-002,-6.268039e+000,2.542600e-001,2.100000e-002, 3P 215
-6.268039e+000,5.437000e-001,3.841000e-002,-6.268039e+000, 3P 216
8.252100e-001,1.285900e-001,-6.268039e+000,1.061149e+000, 3P 217
3.147200e-001,-6.268039e+000,1.195199e+000,5.829800e-001, 3P 218
-6.268039e+000,1.291960e+000,8.900500e-001,-6.268039e+000, 3P 219
1.355690e+000,1.164740e+000,-7.758219e+000,0.000000e+000, 3P 220
2.830000e-001,-7.758219e+000,1.826500e-001,2.830000e-001, 3P 221
-7.758219e+000,4.123300e-001,2.986300e-001,-7.758219e+000, 3P 222
6.107300e-001,3.576400e-001,-7.758219e+000,7.984000e-001, 3P 223
4.917700e-001,-7.758219e+000,9.405000e-001,6.929700e-001, 3P 224
-7.758219e+000,1.041280e+000,9.346400e-001,-7.758219e+000, 3P 225
1.113330e+000,1.163049e+000,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0 3P 226
S iG 4D 4P 226 T 1
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Appendix B
Sample Input File
The following is an example of input file the the program uses.
The first line contains the name of the IGES file with the description of the geometry.
The following section has the number of surfaces that form the complete geometry
and the desired grid characteristics. The three logical operators set the use of the aft
end of the waterline condition and the presence of the wake for the keel and rudder.
Then the heel, yaw and rudder angle are read, with the displacement is sailing trim
and the waterline length next.
UssaM5App.igs ! Geometry input file name
6 ! number of surfaces
Hull
47 ! number of points in x-direction on 1st surface
12 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 1st surface
1 ! panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
1 ! panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
Hull
47 ! number of points in x-direction on 1st surface
5 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 1st surface
1 ! panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
1 ! panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
Keel
21 ! number of points in x-direction on 2nd surface
11 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 2nd surface
2 ! panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
3 ! panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
Keel
21 ! number of points in x-direction on 2nd surface
11 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 2nd surfaceKeel
2 ! panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
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3 ! panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
Rudder
25 ! number of points in x-direction on 2nd surface
11 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 2nd surface
2 i panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
3 i panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
Rudder
25 ! number of points in x-direction on 2nd surface
11 ! number of points in 2nd direction on 2nd surface
2 ! panel spacing in x-dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
3 ! panel spacing in 2nd dir: 1=constant, 2=cosine, 3=geometric
5 ! number of points to use at intersections
31 ! number of points on the free surface in the radial direction
.true. ! Transom condition
.true. ! wake from keel
.true. i wake from rudder
15.0 ! Heel Angle in degrees
0.0 ! Leeway Angle in degrees
2.0 ! Rudder Angle in degrees
9163.0 ! Displacement in Sailing trim
12.3 ! Design Waterline Length
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Appendix C
Boundary Layer Empirical Closure
Formulae
This appendix presents the empirical closure formulae used in the subroutines pro-
vided by Drela [7], used for the calculations of the viscous flow. These are here
speciallized for an incompressible fluid. A more complete description of these rela-
tions can be found in [21] and [15].
Thicknesses
Displacement thickness
*= ( - drq (C.1)
Momentum thickness
0 = (1 - U) dn (C.2)
Kinetic energy thickness
E = 1 - U dn (C.3)
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Shape Parameters
Kinetic Energy Shape Parameter
Laminar
0 . 0 1 1 1 (Hk-4.35)2Hk+1.0 - 0. 02 78 (Hk-4.35) + 1.528 - 0.0002 [(Hk - 4.35) Hk]2Hk+1.0
0.015 (Hk-4.35)2 + 1.528Hk+1.0
if Hk < 4.35(C.7)
if Hk > 4.35
turbulent
Ho = min 3.0 + R0-' 4.0)
4.0 " H2 1.5 +1.5+ 4.0
Re ) r H+0.5 Reo
- H) 2 0.007 log(Ree)H-Ho+log(Re4.0
H - log(Re0 )
S0.015] + 1.5 + 4.0Ree
H < Ho
H Ho
(C.8)
Boundary Layer Thickness estimate for Lag Equation
6 = (3.15 H-1.72 (C.9)
Equilibrium Shear Stress Coefficient
Co0 0.56.72 + 0.75
Us = 0.5H* (1.0 - h - 1.00.75 streamwise slip velocity
/T2 CoH* (H - 1.0) 3(1.0 - Us) H 3
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H =
E
Hk =H
(C.4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
H r Ho-HH o -1.0
(H-
(C.10)
Skin Friction
laminar
C I R (0.0727(5.-) - 0.07)Reo H+1.01 [0.015 (1.0ReoL \ H-4.5
Cfo = 0.3 exp(-1.33H) (gR 1.74-0.31H (C.12)
Cf, = Cfo + 0.00011 [tanh (4.0 0.875) - 1.0
Dissipation Wall Layer
CD = CDw + ACDw
1 [0.207 +
1 [0.207 +Reo
0.00205 (4.0 - H) 5.5]
0.0016 (H-4.0)2  11.0+0.2(H-4.0)2 1
1
CDw -Cf Us2
ACDw = J dor
= C, (1.0 - Us )
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turbulent
H < 5.5
H > 5.5
(C.11)
laminar
DI={
(C.13)
CDw = H*D
turbulent
H < 4.0
H > 4.0 (C.14)
wake
(C.15)
(C.16)
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